Reply from the author

Respuesta del autor

Dear Editor:

We wish to thank you for your interest in reading our work and your effort to limit, insofar as possible, circumstances which may lead to unwanted "errors" in our practice.

Occasionally, the automatism with which we perform surgical activity at our centres causes us to relax the thoroughness of our controls and this leads to an increased risk of making mistakes during surgery. Within the total of all these errors we have described several different situations; patient errors (operating on the wrong patient), surgical procedure errors (when the surgical technique used is not that which had been planned), site errors (when the surgical site is incorrect) and side errors (mistaking the side to be operated in symmetrical locations). In addition, we can also make other mistakes, which should also be taken into account despite being minor. These include not conducting additional, previously established, surgical procedures, for example, operating a hallux valgus and forgetting to correct an associated hammer toe, as the patient had been informed.

Side errors (wrong side) are only a part of all the possible location errors (wrong site) which we can make. However, they are very specific for symmetrical anatomical locations and/or surgical techniques, such as knee surgery, hip surgery or hallux valgus surgery. In these cases, side errors are the only possible site mistakes in which we can incur.

It is true that most publications and all established protocols for patient safety (AAOS, WHO, JCAHO, National Health System) refer to "wrong site" mistakes as those including all acts conducted on incorrect locations or sites, such as operating at a different level in spinal surgery or on a different finger in hand surgery. Nevertheless, it is also true that various authors distinguish the overall concept of "site error" from the more specific and simple concept of "side error", in terms of anaesthetic practice, traumatology and orthopaedic surgery practice, and all the specialties dealing with symmetrical organs indicating the need to mark the side to be intervened. Some publications even have a higher incidence of side errors than site errors. On the other hand, we must not forget that the first reference to this problem was due to a side error, in which a patient underwent amputation of the wrong leg.

Our work was specifically based on assessing the possible risks of conducting a very specific surgery (hallux valgus surgery) on the wrong side, which of course would be the wrong foot. This was the reason why we selected the title "wrong-side surgery".

Leaving these linguistic matters aside, the most important issue is to increase awareness among all surgeons, especially the youngest, of the need to employ all our resources and part of our time on performing a check of all the crucial points before conducting any surgical technique.
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